
 
Currently there are 4 seats vacant in the General Category. These seats will be filled according to the merit order of candidates who are eligible for 
admission and who have not already taken admission from the General list.  
The following candidates are expected to report to the department office on Tue 28th July 2015 at 10:00 AM. A register will be kept in the department 
office for these candidates to register their names. At 11:00 AM the register will be taken off and admission will be offered to the candidate present in 
the department in the order of merit. If General Category seats fall vacant, seats will be offered to candidates from the outside category. 
 

Ht.No. Name 

MTECH151600041 Raikar Deepak Keshav 

MTECH151600040 dessai divya sanjay 

MTECH151600039 VERNEKAR SAURABH MILIND 

MTECH151600038 Sinai lotlikar  Shalini alias dikshita  Dayanand  

MTECH151600036 GAUNCO DESSAI RASHMI SIRISHA 

MTECH151600035 JHARI ASMA  

MTECH151600033 KORGAONKAR VINITA VIDHYADHAR 

MTECH151600025 NAIK GAURAV ARVIND 

MTECH151600022 Dessai Prajakta Ulhas 

MTECH151600020 sirsat raunak jayant 

MTECH151600019 KHEDEKAR AKSHATA PRATAP 

MTECH151600018 Prabhu Desai Tanay Vikrant 

MTECH151600017 Parodkar Siddhi Vinod 

MTECH151600016 GAUNS DESSAI ADERSH PURSO 

MTECH151600015 HALDANKAR KARISHMA RATNAKAR 

MTECH151600013 Kamble Sneha Sadashiv 

MTECH151600011 UPADHYE VIVEKANAND MINANATH 

MTECH151600006 KHARANGATE LAXIMI SHASHANK 

 
 
 
Candidates offered admission have  to produce original documents for verification and also make payment of fees on the same day. 
 
Kindly note that all Admissions are subject to submission of a print copy of the online Application Form and verification of documents, such as Mark 
sheets and Reserved Category Certificate by the respective Departments. 
 
They are required to bring the following documents in proof of their eligibility in original. 
1. Signed print copy of the online application. 
2. Degree certificate 
3. HSC certificate. 
4. Reservation certificate in proof of reservation category. 
 
The candidates who fail to pay the fees will forfeit the seat offered to them. 

 


